Revised Fee Schedule for 2011-2012

Live Program (i.e. Conference/Symposium)
Fee = $30/person, 15% of direct expenses, 5% of grant/exhibit fees with a minimum of $5,000

Enduring Material (i.e. Internet archive, monograph or CD/DVD)
Fee = % of overall budget - determined by the scope of the activity

Jointly Sponsored Live Program (i.e., with a society or other outside entity)
Fee = $30/person with a minimum of $5,000 (plus 15% of direct expenses if CME dept handles meeting logistics)

Jointly Sponsored Enduring Material (i.e. Monograph, CD/DVD, or webcast planned with a society or other outside entity)
Fee = % of overall budget - to be determined = ______

Regularly Schedule Series (i.e. Grand Rounds, Case Conferences or other internal, serial educational meetings)